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We determined contrast thresholds for lesion detection as a function of lesion size in both mam-
mograms and filtered noise backgrounds with the same average power spectrum,P( f )5B/ f 3.
Experiments were done using hybrid images with digital images of tumors added to digitized
normal backgrounds, displayed on a monochrome monitor. Four tumors were extracted from digi-
tized specimen radiographs. The lesion sizes were varied by digital rescaling to cover the range
from 0.5 to 16 mm. Amplitudes were varied to determine the value required for 92% correct
detection in two-alternative forced-choice~2AFC! and 90% for search experiments. Three observ-
ers participated, two physicists and a radiologist. The 2AFC mammographic results demonstrated a
novel contrast-detail~CD! diagram with threshold amplitudes that increased steadily~with slope of
0.3! with increasing size for lesions larger than 1 mm. The slopes for prewhitening model observers
were about 0.4. Human efficiency relative to these models was as high as 90%. The CD diagram
slopes for the 2AFC experiments with filtered noise were 0.44 for humans and 0.5 for models.
Human efficiency relative to the ideal observer was about 40%. The difference in efficiencies for
the two types of backgrounds indicates that breast structure cannot be considered to be pure random
noise for 2AFC experiments. Instead, 2AFC human detection with mammographic backgrounds is
limited by a combination of noise and deterministic masking effects. The search experiments also
gave thresholds that increased with lesion size. However, there was no difference in human results
for mammographic and filtered noise backgrounds, suggesting that breast structure can be consid-
ered to be pure random noise for this task. Our conclusion is that, in spite of the fact that mam-
mographic backgrounds have nonstationary statistics, models based on statistical decision theory
can still be applied successfully to estimate human performance. ©2001 American Association of
Physicists in Medicine.@DOI: 10.1118/1.1355308#

Key words: anatomical backgrounds, contrast-detail diagrams, image quality, mammography,
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I. INTRODUCTION

Lesion detection in mammography can be very difficult b
cause it must be done in the presence of complex br
structure that is often highly variable over the mammogr
and differs from patient to patient. In the context of che
radiography, Reveszet al.1 referred to this as the lesion con
spicuity problem. For example, Kundel showed2 that there
was a dramatic difference in lung nodule detectability b
tween radiographs that included only imaging system no
and radiographs that had noise plus chest structure.
rather limited literature on investigation of lesion detectab
ity in anatomical structure is reviewed3 by Samei. In medical
imaging, anatomical variation is often referred to as ‘‘stru
tured noise’’ even though it may not be due to a rand
process. In contrast, the visual psychophysics literature te
to use the term ‘‘masking’’4 to describe all processes th
reduce signal detectability and applies the term to both r
dom and deterministic cases. Random ‘‘maskers’’ usua
have a stronger effect on signal detection then determin
maskers. In addition humans can learn a random noise im
if it is repeatedly used, so that it eventually has a mask
effect like a deterministic pattern5,6 rather than a random
419 Med. Phys. 28 „4…, April 2001 0094-2405 Õ2001Õ28„4
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noise effect. Some patient structures, such as ribs and he
are partially deterministic in that we all have them and th
are usually in the same place. So it is unlikely that one co
safely consider such structures to be noise even though t
is some statistical variation. The question as to whether n
mal breast structure in mammograms can be considere
form of random noise is not so clear cut.

Bochudet al.7 investigated this ‘‘breast structure as ra
dom noise’’ question using 2AFC detection experimen
They added a simulated nodule~8 mm diameter! and two
simulated microcalcifications~0.22 mm! to both low and me-
dium variability mammographic backgrounds. The ratio
estimated power spectral density at one cycle per cm
about 10 for the two image sets. They also added vari
amounts of simulated imaging system noise and then c
pared human results with predictions of a nonprewhiten
observer model~NPWE! with an eye filter under two as
sumptions~A! that patient structure could be treated as eit
a deterministic masking process~with no effect on detect-
ability! or ~B! treated as a pure noise process. Their res
depended on the nature of both the signal and the struc
Human results for the nodule fell between the determinis
419…Õ419Õ19Õ$18.00 © 2001 Am. Assoc. Phys. Med.
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masking and pure noise predictions for both backgrou
classes. Even so, the effect of the structure on nodule de
tion was about 30–60 times that of the imaging system no
alone. Results for the microcalcifications depended on ba
ground class. For the low variability patient structure imag
detection was completely limited by imaging system no
and structure seemed be deterministic. For the medium v
ability patient structure images, detection was limited by
combination of imaging system noise and patient structu
which appeared to act as a pure noise process. Bochudet al.8

compared 2AFC detectability index (d8) results for human
and NPWE observers detecting a simulated nodule~10
mm diam! in an collection of digital mammogram back
grounds and collections of filtered noise backgrounds w
the same power spectrum. They found that mammogra
backgrounds did not degrade 2AFC detection performanc
much as would be expected on the assumption that the s
ture can be treated as a form of pure random noise. Eve
mammographic structure were to act like random noise,
statistics appear to be nonstationary.9 It is important to de-
termine whether, in spite of this fact, detectability calcu
tions for any of a variety of model observers are still
reasonable agreement with human observer performa
This question can only be answered by empirical investi
tion of performance using a variety of decision tasks.

The work presented in this paper will use hybrid imag
with both simulated and realistic tumor signals added
mammographic backgrounds. There were two goals.~A! To
determine experimentally the variation of lesion detect
with lesion size. Our results will be presented in the form
contrast-detail ~CD! diagrams—plots of lesion contras
thresholds as a function of lesion size with a maximum ra
of 0.5–15.6 mm. Thresholds are defined here as the le
amplitude~contrast! required for 92% correct performance
the 2AFC detection task. CD diagrams for detection in wh
noise or imaging system noise have been found to hav
characteristic form—thresholds decrease as lesion
increases.10,11 Our experimental results for mammogram
were completely different—CD diagram slopes were po
tive and thresholds decreased as lesion size increased~B!
Our second goal was to determine which of a variety
models based on statistical decision theory can predict th
unusual human results. The models included the prewhi
ing matched filter, the NPWE model, and two versions o
linear discriminator model. We first describe the mode
then the experimental methods and finally the detailed
sults.

II. THEORY

Human observer signal detection performance limited
image noise and background structure fluctuations has b
evaluated using a variety of models based on matc
filters.12 They can be divided into three main classes depe
ing on their ability to compensate for spatial correlations
the noise and structure. The classes are referred to as
whitening ~PW!, partially prewhitening due to the presen
of spatial frequency channels of the type believed to
Medical Physics, Vol. 28, No. 4, April 2001
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present in the human visual system,13 and nonprewhitening
~NPW!. The models can also be modified to include seve
other known human limitations such as an eye filter a
internal noise. The eye filter equation used here will
E( f )5 f exp(2bf ), where f is radial spatial frequency,f
5(u21v2)1/2, u andv are Cartesian spatial frequencies, a
b is selected to give a peak at four cycles per degree of vis
angle. There are two forms of internal noise, induced a
static.14 The induced internal noise leads to an apparent sp
tral density of the combined image noise and backgrou
structure fluctuations,PA5(11w)P(u,v), whereP(u,v) is
the measured external spectral noise density and meas
values ofw have been in the range from 0.3 to 1.0 for wh
noise14 and filtered lowpass noise.15 Static internal noise is
believed to be one of the sources of human contrast sens
ity limitations in noiseless images and is mainly determin
by display luminance. A variety of experimental resu
suggest14 that the spectral density of static internal noise
small compared to the total spectral densities found in me
cal images. The issue of how well humans can compen
for spatial correlations~prewhiten! is still an active are of
investigation. In general, human experimental results h
fallen between the two extremes of complete prewhiten
and nonprewhitening.12,15–20At present, the best prediction
of human performance are made with partially prewhiten
models that include arrays of spatial frequency filte
~channels!.21,22

The observer models can be described in several w
One approach is for continuous imagesg(x,y) with additive
signalss(x,y), noisen(x,y) and statistically defined back
grounds,b(x,y). If the images are discrete then~x,y! can be
considered to be pixel row and column addresses. Alter
tively, the digital images and components can be descri
in column vector notation with pixel values in lexicograph
order.23 Starting in the upper left corner and proceeding ro
by row, the image pixel values are entered as a o
dimensional list of elements in the vector. The vector h
lengthNp , whereNp is the number of image pixels. In thi
notation, the image and components areg, s, n, andb. The
total image is the described by the two alternative forms

g~x,y!5s~x,y!1n~x,y!1b~x,y! and g5s1n1b. ~1!

Model observer performance calculations are done using
ensemble statistical properties of the noise a
backgrounds—based on collections of images. Analysis
straightforward if both can be treated as wide-sense stat
ary Gaussian noise—with first- and second-order statis
~mean and covariance matrices or power spectra! indepen-
dent of position. In this case, model descriptions are m
conveniently done in the spatial frequency domain with
signal described by its Fourier transform,S(u,v) and the
stochastic components~external noise, backgrounds and i
ternal noise! described by their power spectra,Pn(u,v),
Pb(u,v) and Pint(u,v), respectively. For discrete image
the frequencies (u,v) are also discrete. For the case of no
stationary statistics, analysis can be done using discrete m
els in the spatial domain12,23with noise and background fluc
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tuations described by their covariance matrices,Kn andKb.
A variety of models will be presented in the remainder
this theoretical section.

A. Ideal observer

The ideal observer24–26 provides an important absolut
scale for evaluating human performance. Noise fluctuati
set a fundamental limit on how accurately one can det
locate or identify signals and estimate signal parameters.
can define a hypothetical ideal observer that ‘‘does eve
thing right’’ and operates at this performance limit. The ide
observer uses Bayes’ theorem to combinea priori informa-
tion ~about the signal profile and possible locations for e
ample! with new data optimally extracted from the image
obtain probabilistic estimates of the correctness of vari
hypotheses about what signals are ‘‘seen’’ and where t
are located in an image. The optimum strategy for collect
and weighting image data depends on task details, includ
the statistical properties of the signals, noise and backgro
structure. For example, in the simple SKE case, the optim
strategy for new data collection involves cross correlati
Given a total noise power spectrumPt(u,v). The ideal ob-
server prewhitens the image~decorrelates the noise! using a
filter F(u,v)51/(Pt(u,v))1/2 and uses a detection templa
with frequency responseT(u,v)5S(u,v)F(u,v) to cross
correlate with the filtered image data. An alternative~and
equivalent! implementation is to eliminate the image pr
whitening stage and use a template with frequency respo
T2(u,v)5S(u,v)/Pt(u,v) for cross correlation with the
original, unfiltered image at potential signal locations. T
cross correlation result is then used as the decision varia
For 2AFC tasks and multiple-alternative forced-cho
~MAFC! tasks, the alternative with the highest value cro
correlation is selected. This template cross-correlation pro
dure is equivalent to the use of a prewhitening matched fil
The ideal observer detectability index equation for the S
detection task with Gaussian, stationary noise and ba
grounds is given by
n

p
e
r
ie
r
th
r
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~dideal8 !25E
2`

` E
2`

` F uS~u,v !u2dudv
@Pn~u,v !1Pb~u,v !#G

5st~Kn1Kb!21s, where t is the transpose.

~2!

Evaluation of task performance by other observers, eit
model or human, can be made by comparing their per
mance with the ideal observer.24,26 Efficiency is defined as
the square of the detectability index ratios for the obser
under test,dt8

8 , and the ideal observer doing the same tas

h5~dt8/dideal8 !2. ~3!

B. NPWE model

The nonprewhitening matched filter~NPW! model was
proposed by Wagneret al.27 It uses the expected signal~after
imaging system filtering! as an internal cross-correlatio
template. The model is suboptimal because it cannot c
pensate for noise correlations~prewhiten! and it has no
mechanism for estimating and compensating for local ba
ground levels. The model reduces to the ideal obser
model for SKE/BKE tasks in white noise. The NPW mod
fits human results for white noise and noise with CT-li
power spectra16,28,29 on uniform backgrounds but does n
agree with detection results in statistically defined~lumpy!
backgrounds.17 This is due to the fact that the NPW cros
correlation procedure includes local variations in backgrou
intensity in the decision variable value. However, this mo
can be modified to estimate and compensate for local ba
ground mean levels by either including zero frequency@di-
rect current~dc!# suppression30 or by adding an eye filter
which has no DC response.18,31 The latter case will be re-
ferred to as the NPWE model and its detectability index
the SKE case with Gaussian, stationary noise and ba
grounds is given by
~dNPWE8 !25
@*2`

` *2`
` uS~u,v !u2uE~u,v !u2dudv#2

*2`
` *2`

` $uE~u,v !u4~11w!@Pn~u,v !1Pb~u,v !#1Pint%uS~u,v !u2dudv
. ~4!
r
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C. Channelized FH „Fisher–Hotelling … model

Ideal observer performance can only be calculated i
straightforward manner for very simple decision tasks32 such
as the SKE detection task described above. In more com
cated cases, detection of signals defined statistically for
ample, the ideal observer would use nonlinear procedu
and analysis can become mathematically intractable. F
et al.33 developed a model that obtains the best possible
sults using linear procedures. They referred to this as
Hotelling observer. It will be referred to here as the Fishe
a

li-
x-
es
te
e-
e

–

Hotelling ~FH! model since it is very similar to the Fishe
linear discriminant model. The distinction is that the Fish
linear discriminant model uses sample statistics while
Hotelling model uses population statistics. For a collection
real images, one only has access to sample statistics—w
are estimates of the population statistics. For simulated
ages, the population statistics are known. One important
vantage of the FH model is that it can be used when im
noise or background structure statistics are nonstation
Statistical fluctuations in the image are described by the
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age covariance matrix,Kg. The SKE detectability index for
this observer model for Gaussian noise and background
given by12

~d8!25stKg
21s. ~5!

This model is difficult to use in practice for nonstationa
noise because of the large number of matrix elements to
determined: The statistical covariation of every image pi
with every other pixel must be described. For a collection
images withNp pixels per image, their covariance matr
would have dimension (Np)2. For example, the lesions use
in the experiments described below are as large as
3128 pixels and the prewhitening templates are twice
large. Therefore, the smallest feasible value ofNp is 65 536
~i.e., 2562! and there would be 43109 covariance matrix
elements. For collections of real images such as mam
grams~as opposed to simulated images!, the covariance ma
trix must be estimated in a manner analogous to Eq.~16!
below. On the order of 10–100 timesNp independent image
are needed to obtain an estimate ofKg that can be for reli-
ably inverted.34 Clearly it is not feasible to obtain about 106

independent mammographic background regions for an
sis.

Barrettet al.34 suggested a method of overcoming the
mensionality problem—by representing the image data in
vicinity of the signal using smooth functions of the pix
values rather than the pixel values themselves. This is sim
to the receptive fields~or equivalently spatial frequenc
channels! used by the human visual system. For the rad
component, Barrettet al. chose to use Laguerre–Gauss~LG!
functions, the product of Laguerre polynomials and Gau
ians. They found that six radial functions were adequa
Their basis set also included allowance for angular dep
dence. Other basis~channel! sets have been used. Myers a
Barrett21 incorporated Rect function spatial frequency cha
nels in the prewhitening observer model since Myerset al.
had shown16 that prewhitening models were clearly unable
account for human performance with highpass noise po
spectra. Barrettet al.22 showed the FH model with Rec
function channels predicted human observer performa
within about 625% accuracy for a variety of tasks. Mor
recent results19,35 show that the simple Rect channels mod
is inadequate for some experimental situations. More co
plex channelized FH models can obtained using physiolo
cally reasonable two-dimensional~2D! filter mechanisms.
The filters can be multiresolution hierarchies4,13 tuned in
both radial frequency and angle or more simple filters w
no angular dependence for isotropic signals. Each cha
filter, Tk(u,v), prevents any subsequent prewhitening~de-
correlation! of its contribution to the overall observer dec
sion process, so model efficiency is reduced somewhat.
gesset al.19 used difference of Mesa filter channels36 and
found good agreement with human results for signal de
tion in two-component noise. Ecksteinet al.37 had success
using Gabor function channels.38 Abbey used39 difference of
Gaussians filter channels.40 Given the channel output deco
Medical Physics, Vol. 28, No. 4, April 2001
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relation procedures used by the FH observer model, per
mance estimates are not sensitive to the particular choic
channels functions.39

Typically a total number,Nc , of six to eight radial chan-
nels are adequate for the simple isotropic signals and po
spectra used in medical imaging signal detection invest
tions. Experiments on orientation effects in human vis
experiments indicate that channel angular bandwidths
about 30 degrees. This suggests that about 40–50
dimensional basis functions should be adequate to mode
man performance for nonisotropic signals. Each channe
described in the spatial domain by a basis functiontk(x,y) or
alternatively by a vector,tk, of dimensionNp . The channel
set$tk,k51,2,...Nc% is combined to form anNp3Nc dimen-
sional matrix,T, whose columns are the individual chann
vectors. The signal response vector after the channelsr s
5Tts, with dimensionNc . The covariance matrix of the
image data after the channels becomesKC5TtKgT, with
dimensionNc3Nc . The important point is that one can de
termine the elements ofKC directly from the image collec-
tion. This will be discussed in the methods section. The
duction in dimensionally allows one to obtain a reliab
estimate of the covariance matrix with a reasonable num
of images. ForNc equal to 6,KC is a 6 by 6matrix which
can be reliably estimated with a few hundred images. Hum
observer induced internal noise can be included by multip
ing KC by the scalar (11w). Observer static internal noise i
assumed to be zero mean and uncorrelated between cha
so it is represented by a diagonal matrix,Kint, with elements
equal to a common variance. The static internal noise con
bution is usually very small and for purposes of model ana
sis, it is sometimes useful to neglect it. IfKint is set to zero,
then the induced internal noise effect can be interpreted
defining the human observer statistical efficiency,h5(1
1w)21. The detectability index for this model is given by23

~dchan8 !25r s
t@~11w!KC1Kint#

21r s. ~6!

D. CD diagram estimation

The purpose of the present experiments was to mea
the CD diagrams for simulated and realistic lesions in sim
lated and realistic mammographic backgrounds. The eq
tion describing the CD diagram for the ideal observer will
calculated for a special case to illustrate the general form
the expected result. The signal will be assumed to be iso
pic with spatial domain polar equation,sR(r )5as(r /R),
wherer is radial distance from the center andR is a positive
real-valued size scaling factor. The profiles(r /R) has unit
amplitude anda is an amplitude scaling factor. The 2D Fou
rier transform of this scalable signal is41

SR~ f !5aR2S~R f !. ~7!

Normal breast structure will be assumed, for illustration p
poses, to be described by isotropic, stationary Gaussian n
with a two-dimensional power spectrum slice described
the equationPb( f )5B/ f b. Power spectrum estimates7,42–44

for mammograms gave average estimates ofb of about three
and indicate that this power law holds up to frequencies
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about 1 cycle/mm, indicating that image quantum noise
unimportant for detecting signals larger than about 1 mm
diameter. Therefore the imaging system noise power sp
trum, Pn( f ), will be neglected. One open question
whether the detectability index integral will converge as
integration limit goes to infinity, so a high frequency cuto
f 2 , will be used. Substituting in the polar equivalent of E
~2!, the signal detectability index for the ideal observer un
SKE conditions becomes

~d8!252pE
0

f 2 uSR~ f !u2f d f

P~ f !

5
2pa2R4

B E
0

f 2
uS~R f !u2f ~11b!d f . ~8!

This equation can be transformed to a new coordinate sys
with radial frequencyf5R f to give

~d8!2

5
2pa2R~22b!I S

B
where I S5E

0

f2 /R

uS~f!u2f~11b!df.

~9!

The value of the integralI S depends on the signal spectru
and the exponent of the power-law noise but does not dep
on either the signal spatial or amplitude scaling factors
long as the signal bandwidth is small compared to the cu
frequency~more on this point below!. The integral can be
solved exactly45 for the special case of a Gaussian sign
profile with the upper limit of integration equal to infinity
Using S(v)5exp(2f2), the result is

I S5
1

2~b14!/2 GS b12

2 D , ~10!

with a range of validityb.22. One can define a detectio
threshold amplitude,At , using the criterion ofd8 equal to
some arbitrarily selected constant,d. Then the signal ampli-
tude required to reach this amplitude as a function of sig
scale factorR is given by

At5dAB/2pI SR~b22!/2. ~11!

For comparison purposes, the conventional logarithmic r
resentation is more convenient. The relationship betw
log~amplitude threshold! and log~signal size scale! then be-
comes

log~At!5C1m@ log~R!#,

where C5 log~dAB/2pI S! and m5~b22!/2. ~12!

SinceC is a constant for a given signal and power spectr
exponent, the slope of the constant threshold line on CD
is m5(b22)/2. As an example, for the average mamm
graphic background power spectrum, 1/f 3, the predicted
slope is10.5. We evaluated Eq.~8! by numerical integration
for the simulated nodule signal used in some of our exp
ments forb from 0 to 4 and found the same linear relatio
ship between power-law exponent and CD diagram slop
Medical Physics, Vol. 28, No. 4, April 2001
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There are constraints on application of the above heuri
argument about CD diagram slopes. First, it is necessar
observe the assumption of profile scaling. If the~radius nor-
malized! signal profile changes as radius changes, then
analysis is no longer valid. This could occur when a scala
signal is smoothed by a filter of fixed bandwidth. A mo
serious limitation is that the energy spectra of many sign
do not decay fast enough with frequency to allow conv
gence of the integralI S . This is particularly important for
analysis of digital signals, whereI S should approach its lim-
iting value by the Nyquist frequency~0.5 cycles/pixel!. This
can be illustrated using the designer nodule signal,20 which is
radially symmetric ~isotropic! with spatial domain form,
s(r)5A* Rect(r/2)(12r2)v, wherer is a normalized dis-
tance (r /R), R is the nodule radius andA is signal amplitude.
The nodule profile can be changed~designed! by changing
the value ofv. For example, the result is a sharp-edge
flat-topped disc forv equal to zero and the projection of
sphere forv equal to 0.5. The nodule profile forv equal to
1.5 gave the best fit to lung nodule measurements by Sa
et al.46 and was used in some of our experiments. The
signer nodule has a convenient Hankel transform,S(v,R, f ),
proportional to Jv11(2pR f )/(2pR f )v11. Envelopes of
Bessel functions,Jn(x), decay as approximatelyx20.5, inde-
pendent of the ordern. This means that the envelope dec
of S(v,R, f )2 is approximately proportional tof 2(312v).
More importantly, the envelope of the integrand ofI S is pro-
portional tof (b2222v). For example, with a sharp-edged di
signal (v50) the integral,I S , does not converge for power
law spectrum exponentb greater than 2. Recall that the in
tegral is due to a convenient approximation that negle
imaging system noise. When this noise is included in
analysis then convergence is ensured, but CD diagrams
be more complicated.

III. MATERIALS AND METHODS

The experimental methods will first be summarized a
details will follow. The human observer experiments we
done using hybrid digital images with four combinations
conditions: realistic or simulated mass lesions digitally add
to normal mammographic structure or simulated~‘1/ f 3’ fil-
tered noise! backgrounds. The realistic mass lesions we
extracted from carefully selected, digitized radiographs
breast biopsy tissue. The mammographic backgrounds w
square regions~61361 mm on the film! selected from the
constant breast thickness region of digitized mammogra
A log exposure data scale was used. The regions were
played as 5123512 pixel arrays on a monochrome catho
ray tube~CRT!. An example 2AFC image is shown in Fig. 1
Observer signal detection performance was measured u
SKE conditions using 2AFC and search methods. Three
servers took part in the experiments, two physicists an
board certified radiologist. There was no statistically sign
cant difference in performance between observers. Five
periments were done, the first four using the 2AFC meth
The first was designed to determine the CD diagram us
four different extracted masses added to mammograp
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424 Burgess, Jacobson, and Judy: Human observer detection experiments 424
backgrounds. An adaptive display window and level pro
dure was used to maximize displayed image contrast w
avoiding data clipping. The second experiment was done
ing white noise backgrounds as a control to determ
whether we would obtain the traditional CD diagram for
with our display conditions. The third experiment was d
signed to investigate the effects of CRT display contr
variation on the CD diagram for realistic mass detection
mammographic backgrounds. The fourth experiment w
done using three hybrid image combinations: A simula
mass in mammographic backgrounds, a simulated mas
simulated mammographic backgrounds, and a realistic m
in simulated backgrounds, The final experiment was d
under search conditions with one signal always pres
within a defined area. The observer used a trackball and
sor to select the most probable location. The goal of th
experiments was to compare human and observer model
formance over a wide variety of conditions.

A. Materials

Four realistic breast lesions~1 fibroadenoma and 3 ducta
carcinomas! were selected from a data base of 25 digitiz
specimen radiographs. In all cases, the lesions were cle
visible, there were no microcalcifications, surrounding tiss
was very uniform with a minimum of complex tissue ove
lapping the masses and complete biopsy records were a
able. The four selected masses had particularly well defi
boundaries, which simplified the segmentation and extrac
process. The four selected lesion images are shown in
2~a!, itemsA to D. Their original sizes were 11, 18, 8, and 1
mm, respectively. The specimen radiographs were digiti
by Dr. J. Beutel of Sterling Diagnostic Imaging using a L
misys digitizer with 50 micron sampling and 12 bits/pixe
We then estimated the background in the vicinity of the
mor and subtracted it to obtain a digital image of the isola
tumor. The background was estimated using a quadratic

FIG. 1. Example display for the 2AFC observer experiments done usin
monochrome monitor. A high contrast reference copy of the lesion is sh
above the mammographic backgrounds, each 5123512 ~61361 mm with
0.12 mm pixels on the mammogram, 0.29 mm pixels on the monitor!. The
two possible lesion locations in the fields are surrounded by unobtru
circle cues~Ref. 56!. The lesion is added to the background on the right a
the circles are exaggerated for publication.
Medical Physics, Vol. 28, No. 4, April 2001
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face method47 as follows. A 333 square grid of points was
centered on the lesion with the midpoints of the grid edg
close to, but not overlapping, the nearest lesion point. T
image data values for the eight grid points on the bound
were recorded and the value of the central grid point w
then estimated. The nine values were used to calcula
quadratic surface. This surface was subtracted from
specimen image and negative values were set to zero.
resulting first estimate of the ‘‘lesion only’’ image was com
pared to the specimen image. The visual disparity was u
to estimate perturbations to the nine grid values and the
vised values were used to calculate a second quadratic
face. This interactive procedure was repeated a numbe
times until there was a satisfactory agreement between
appearance and boundaries of the extracted lesion and
lesion in the specimen image. Since the masses had diffe
sizes, they were all dimensionally rescaled using bilinear
terpolation so that their boundaries just fitted within a 2
3256 array. Their amplitudes were also scaled so all p
values~amplitudes! were equal.

The mammographic backgrounds were obtained from
digitized normal craniocaudal mammograms provided by
Maria Kallergi of the University of South Florida. The crite
rion for selecting the normal cases were: No artifacts,

a
n

e

FIG. 2. ~a! Images of the four extracted mass lesions used in the exp
ments, fibroadenoma~A! and invasive ductal carcinomas~B,C,D!. Original
sizes were from 8 to 18 mm.~b! The profile of the simulated nodule signa
used in some experiments, based on a diameter of 4 mm. The profile e
tion form is s(r)5A* Rect(r/2)(12r2)1.5, wherer is a normalized dis-
tance (r /R), R is the nodule radius andA is an amplitude scaling paramete
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425 Burgess, Jacobson, and Judy: Human observer detection experiments 425
microcalcification clusters, absence of visible disease~BI-
RADS category one! and a follow up examination two year
later that also was disease free. The films had been digit
using a DBA model R300048 with 30 micron sampling~14
bits per pixel! and then reduced to 120 micron sampling f
experiments. We wanted to investigate the effect of norm
breast parenchymal structure on lesion detection and, th
fore, needed to eliminate the confounding effect of the lar
systematic thickness variations at the periphery of the bre
Several methods were developed43 to estimate the boundar
of the constant breast thickness region between the comp
sion plates. It was necessary to select a data scale for
work. The possibilities were x-ray exposure~E!, log expo-
sure (logE) or optical density~OD!. We concluded that the
best choice49 for our purposes is logE units because, to a
good approximation, logE differences are proportional t
physical attenuation differences in the patient.

The logE scale has the advantage of being independen
display method. Within the constant thickness regi
logE(x,y)'logE02mz(x,y)T, where mz(x,y) is the average
linear attenuation variation along the x-ray projection r
path from the image position to the x-ray focus,T is the
tissue thickness andE0 is image plane exposure with n
attenuation. Therefore, image amplitude variations, when
pressed in logE units, are directly proportional to variation
in average linear attenuation variations. This simple mo
ignores a number of complicating factors such the an
heel-effect, beam hardening, spatially varying secondary
diation, and variation in the H&D curve over time. Th
mammogram data were first converted to optical den
~OD! scale using the known calibration curve of the digitiz
and then to a relative logE scale using H&D curve calibra
tion data for the Min-R/Microvision film/screen system
Most of the mammogram data fell within the optical dens
range from 0.3 to 4.0 corresponding to a logE range of 1.4
units ~log base 10!. As a practical matter we stored imag
data in files as 16 bit integers corresponding to 104* logE.
Finally, potential lesion locations in each mammogram w
identified on a square lattice within the constant thickn
region with centers 7.7 mm apart. As an added precaut
the centers of potential lesion locations were selected so
no center position was closer than 23 mm from the nea
constant thickness region boundary. This gave 10 750 p
sible lesion locations for the collection of mammograms.
total of 2048 lesion locations were then randomly selec
for the detection experiments.

Previous spectral analysis of mammograms had sh
power-law results,P( f )5B/ f b, with exponents near three
We did measurements in 3843384 pixel (46346 mm)
squares in the constant thickness region of 213 image
estimateb. Three methods43 were used to check for consis
tency, two were spectral and the other was done in the sp
domain. Power-law spectra are very sharply peaked at
frequency so spectral analysis is challenging50 and consider-
able care was needed to reduce systematic error. Two s
tral analysis approaches were used: The discrete Fo
transform ~DFT! method with a radial Hanning window51

and the maximum entropy method~MEM!.52 These methods
Medical Physics, Vol. 28, No. 4, April 2001
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were also used to analyze 256 filtered (1/f 3) noise images
produced for observer experiments with simulated ba
grounds. The two-dimensional DFT spectra were calcula
and then averaged over angle to obtain estimates of the
erage radial dependence of slices through the spectra.
results are shown in Fig. 3~a!. Results are unreliable for fre
quencies lower than 0.2 cycles/mm due to the window a
fact effect—convolution of the Fourier transform of the wi
dow function with the ‘‘true’’ spectral values that are rapid
changing with frequency. The estimated exponents were

FIG. 3. ~a! The estimated power spectra for the collections of mamm
graphic backgrounds and the matching filtered noise. The units ofP( f ) are
(log E* mm)2. The slope of the solid~noise! line is 23.00 for frequencies
greater than 0.2 cyc/mm.~b! The distribution of power spectrum exponen
~averaged over angle! for 213 individual mammographic backgrounds, wi
a mean of 2.83 and collection standard deviation of 0.35.~c! Pixel variance
as a function of circular measurement region~ROI! diameter for the mam-
mographic backgrounds and the 1/f 3 filtered noise using in observer exper
ments. The error bars show the standard deviations of the distribution
measurements for the mammographic backgrounds, not standard error
estimates of measurement mean values. Distribution standard deviation
the filtered noise measurements were about somewhat smaller.
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426 Burgess, Jacobson, and Judy: Human observer detection experiments 426
for the both mammograms and the noise. When the mam
gram spectrum was corrected for the film/screen and digit
MTFs, it became flat above 1 cycle/mm,43 suggesting domi-
nance by image noise at higher frequencies. The distribu
of exponents~radial average of slices! for the periodograms
of individual mammogram regions are shown in Fig. 3~b!.
The mean value is 2.8 with a standard deviation of 0.35. T
similar noise periodogram distribution had a mean of 3
and standard deviation of 0.03.

Power-law processes have an unusual relationship
tween spatial domain variance values and measuremen
gion of interest~ROI! size. We used a 2D adaption of a 1
method suggested53 by Mandelbrot for analysis of stock ma
ket data, measuring pixel variance for a nested sequenc
circular ROIs with a common center. This is also referred
as the root-mean-square~rms! method in analysis of fracta
surfaces.54 Results are shown in Fig. 3~c! for the mammo-
grams and filtered noise images. One would expect a slop
unity for ‘1/f 3’ power-law processes. The regression line
is 0.99 for both image collections. The variance measu
ment values for power-law processes do not change
consistent way as ROI size is increased—results are
different from one image to another. The standard deviati
of the distributions of variance measurements for mamm
graphic background images are indicated by the bars in
3~c!. Note that they do not indicate the standard errors of
estimates of distribution mean values. The standard de
tions are approximately equal to mean values. The stan
deviations for filtered noise variance measurements
smaller. Pixel variance measurement results for white no
are very different. The mean value is independent of R
diameter and the standard deviation of a collection of m
surements is inversely proportional to diameter.

The digital image display system included a Macinto
computer, a DOME model MD2 display board~Dome Imag-
ing Systems, Waltham, MA 02451!, and two different moni-
tors. For the first two experiments we used an Image Syst
model M24L 24 inch diagonal gray-scale monitor~Image
Systems Corporation, Hopkins, MN 55343! with a maximum
luminance of 75 cd/m2 and a 1200(V) by 1600(H) pixel for-
mat. For the remaining experiments we used an Clin
model DS2000HB 20 inch diagonal, high-brightness gr
scale monitor~Clinton Electronics, Rockford, IL, 61111! and
a 1024(V) by 1280(H) pixel format. The Clinton monitor
contrast and brightness were adjusted to give a peak lu
nance of 210 cd/m2 and to approximate the Barten tone-sca
transformation.55 Luminance was measured using a Mino
LS-110 telephotometer~Minolta Corp., Ramsey, NJ 07446!
with range from 0.01 to 106 cd/m2. We used an inverted
display scale so that high x-ray exposure corresponded
dark image region just as it does on mammograms.

B. Methods

The experiments were done using the 2AFC/SKE te
nique to allow precise control of the experimental conditio
so that human results could be compared to model obse
performance predictions for the SKE detection task. Care
Medical Physics, Vol. 28, No. 4, April 2001
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experimental design is necessary to try to provide hum
observers with the same prior information available to
model observers. During each decision trial, two random
selected background regions were displayed side-by-
with the lesion added to one randomly selected region. O
servers selected the region that they believed to contain
lesion. The same lesion was used for each block of 128
cision trials, a high contrast reference copy of the lesion w
shown above the two backgrounds and the two alterna
lesion locations were identified using circle cues56 that were
large enough that they did not interfere with the decis
task. The two background regions included in each 2A
image trial were randomly selected based on the 2048 p
sible lesion locations and were always chosen from differ
mammograms. The search experiment was done using a
lection of 213 mammographic background images that w
large enough to include a 3843384 pixel square within the
constant thickness region. We also produced 1024 w
noise and 1024 filtered (1/f 3) noise backgrounds.

It was desirable to have a wide range of lesion sizes
facilitate CD diagram slope estimates. We selected 0.5
~four pixels! as the minimum to include the size regio
where mammographic imaging system noise becomes
portant. Selection of the upper size limit was based on t
considerations. One was practical. In previous obser
experiments,57 we have found that lesion detection perfo
mance was reduced if lesion size was larger than about 2
of the width of the background. The other consideration w
statistical data on tumor sizes detected in mammograms.
intgenet al. reported58 the size distributions of 215 nonpa
pable tumors with cumulative percentages of 18%, 59%,
85% for 5, 10, and 15 mm sizes, respectively. Zhenget al.
described42 the distribution of 220 tumors detected in mam
mograms, none were smaller than 5 mm and 81% w
smaller than 15 mm. Therefore, we selected 15.4 mm~128
pixels! as an upper size limit. During threshold determinati
experiments, the lesions were minified to smaller array
mensions to obtain reduced nominal lesion sizes. At
smallest size, the minified lesions did not resemble tum
and might be regarded as simulations of compact calcifi
tions. The minified lesions were subjectively realistic for t
4 mm scale and larger. Note that sizes are one-dimensio
Based on the 0.12 mm sampling used for the mammogra
backgrounds, example array sizes of 1283128 and 64364
corresponded to nominal lesion sizes of 15.4 and 7.68 m
respectively. Ideally, ‘‘equivalent’’ lesion sizes would b
preferred to nominal sizes but it is not clear how equivalen
should be defined for realistic lesions given their highly va
able 2D profiles and irregular boundaries. Therefore,
chose to use nominal lesion sizes defined using rescale
ray sizes.

The circle cues were bipolar, consisting of contiguo
bright and dark rings with diameter dependent on lesion s
An nonlinear relationship relating cue diameter and les
size was developed, based on subjective evaluation. If
circle was too close to the lesion it interfered with detectio
If it was too far away then the lesion location became m
difficult to determine. For the smallest lesion size~four pix-
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427 Burgess, Jacobson, and Judy: Human observer detection experiments 427
els, 0.5 mm!, the selected cue diameter was 32 pixels. T
following list gives the other paired lesion and cue diamet
in pixels: ~8, 46!, ~16, 64!, ~32, 90!, ~64, 128!, ~96, 156!,
~128, 182!. The contrast of the bipolar rings was also subje
tively selected to maximize the benefit of the cue. The sa
contrast was used for all cue diameters.

Lesion amplitude was adjusted during the trials using
staircase procedure59 modified to maintain a value close t
that giving 90% correct responses. After each incorrect
cision the amplitude was increased by one step. After
successive correct responses the amplitude was decreas
one step. The staircase amplitude steps were one-quarte
tave~1.091 ratio!. The staircase had a floor two steps belo
the estimated amplitude for 92 percent correct (d852) based
on preliminary results. The goal was to ensure that decis
trials were done with lesion amplitudes near those requ
to give the lowest coefficient of variation due to sampli
statistics.60 As an example of data value conversions, t
amplitude threshold for 2AFC detection~defined usingd8
equal to two! for an 8 mm mass in the average mamm
graphic background is;0.03 logE units which corresponds
to 0.14 OD units at the peak film gamma of 4.5~which
occurs at 2.2 OD!.

Each observer did 256 trials for each experimental con
tion in blocks of 128 trials. Viewing time was not limite
and feedback as to correctness of response was used. A
of 128 decision trials took between 6 and 12 min. Observ
were encouraged to vary viewing distance to optimize p
formance for each lesion size. The average viewing dista
~750 mm! was about 2300 times the pixel size on the moni
~0.3 mm! but the range varied as much as a factor of 2 eit
way, as a function of signal size. The 750 mm CRT viewi
distance corresponds to viewing the original mammogram
280 mm distance. In addition, both a magnifying and mi
fying lens were available for use. Percent correct results w
transformed61 to d8 values and amplitude threshold estima
required ford8 equal to 2 were obtained by linear regressio
assuming proportionality~d8 equal zero for zero signal am
plitude!. It has been repeatedly found that strict proportio
ality does not hold,62,63 but since our data were all collecte
near 90% correct the use of an offset in the regression fit
virtually no effect~less than 1%! on the threshold estimates
For 2AFC experiments, the coefficient of variation of t
estimate ofd8 due to sampling statistics60 is about 9% for
256 decision trials andd8 equal to 2. This sets a lower limi
of the estimate of the standard error of the mean ofd8 for a
given observer in a given experimental condition. When
data of two or three observers are combined to obtain
estimate of the average value ofd8, the minimum coeffi-
cients of variation are about 6% and 5%, respectively, si
the observers are using randomly selected, independent
of images. The coefficient of variation ofd8 estimates in the
search experiment are signal size dependent. For 256 t
and 90% correct, the value is about 5% for the largest sig
and 3% for the smallest signal. Since humans have o
sources of variability, all these estimates are only low
limits.
Medical Physics, Vol. 28, No. 4, April 2001
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C. CD diagram with extracted masses and
mammographic backgrounds

This experiment was designed to determine the CD d
gram for detection of realistic mass lesions in mamm
graphic backgrounds. Four lesions were used to provide
riety and improve the statistical significance of the C
diagram slope estimates. Mammogram structure is hig
variable, both within and between images, and the dyna
range of CRT display is limited. We wanted to be sure th
human performance was not limited by image amplitude
we used an adaptive display contrast~window! method.
Separate linear transformations were applied to the im
data,di(x,y), for the two background regions (i 51,2) used
in a 2AFC decision trial. The mean,mi and standard devia
tion, s i , in each image was measured within a 23 mm~192
pixel! diameter circular region centered on the potential
sion location. The transformation, carried out using float
point numbers, is given by

v i~x,y!5gi@di~x,y!2mi # where gi5 f ~s i !. ~13!

The gain factor,gi5 f (s i), that we used was a nonlinea
function developed by subjective evaluation. The goal wa
obtain maximum display contrast for a given backgrou
image while avoiding clipping at either end of the image d
range. The widest and narrowest data ranges allowed bgi

were equal to 0.66 and 0.2 logE units, respectively. Given a
mean background image optical density of 1.3, these ran
in OD units correspond to (0.6→2.5) and (1.0→1.6) respec-
tively ~on average!. For this adaptive method, the lesion w
also scaled by the gain factor used for the background
which it was added. Finally the image data values were r
caled to the display memory data range (0→255) with a
mean of 128 and converted to byte form.

D. CD diagram with one extracted mass and white
noise backgrounds

We did a control experiment using one realistic mass
sion ~B, in Fig. 2! to determine the CD diagram with unco
related~white! image noise. The noise had a range of 2
gray levels, a mean of 128 and a pixel standard deviation
25.6 gray levels. The images were generated using a ran
number generator.52 All three observers took part in this ex
periment and all methods were identical with those used
the mammographic background experiments including
use of the Image Systems monitor.

E. Effect of display window width „image contrast …

CD diagrams for detection of massB were determined
using four different logE window width methods using the
high brightness Clinton monitor. The goal was to determ
whether results depended on the gain factor used to con
from logE data values to the 256 gray level data scale u
to drive the CRT. The highest contrast strategy used
adaptive window width ~gain factor! method described
above. Three fixed window widths were also used, cover
logE ranges of 0.66, 1.0, and 1.4, respectively. The last w
dow width was wide enough to display the full dynam
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428 Burgess, Jacobson, and Judy: Human observer detection experiments 428
range of 95% of the mammograms in the data base.
central display level was always determined using the ba
ground mean value method described above and displa
background levels were shifted to have a common me
Two observers took part in this experiment. The lesion s
range for this and subsequent experiments was reduce
eliminating the 0.5 mm size.

F. CD diagrams with a simulated nodule and filtered
„1Õf 3

… noise backgrounds

These experiments were done using a simulated~de-
signer! nodule signal with the two collections of backgroun
images~mammographic and filtered noise! as well as massB
in filtered noise backgrounds. The massB lesion was in-
cluded to determine whether its detectability~by humans! in
the filtered noise background was similar to that of the sim
lated nodule. The purpose of the combined nodule and
tered noise background condition was to allow precise co
parison between human and model observer performa
This could be done because~A! the nodule signal was
smooth and isotropic so radial basis functions could be u
and ~B! the filtered noise background statistics were know
The designer nodule profile withv equal to 1.5 was used in
this work and is shown in Fig. 2~b!. The filtered noise back
grounds were lowpass power-law noise images produce
frequency domain filtering of white images obtained usin
Gaussian random number generator.52 The collection had the
same estimated second order statistics as the collectio
mammogram regions, that is a power spectrumP( f )
5B/ f 3 in the frequency range above 1 cycle/mm. Care
needed in production because of the problem of ‘‘data wr
around’’ due to the periodic nature of the DFT when doi
the inverse transform from the frequency domain. The c
lection was created by starting with 204832048 pixel white
noise images, transforming to the frequency domain, filter
with H( f )5B0.5/ f 1.5, doing the inverse Fourier transform
and selecting the central 5123512 region. The spectrum o
the collection was then measured using the DFT method w
results~averaged over angle! shown in Fig. 3~a!. As a final
check, the statistics of the mammographic collection and
filtered noise collection were compared in the spatial dom
using the sequential pixel variance measurement met
The filtered noise image amplitudes were then rescaled
small amount so that pixel variances of the two collectio
were identical for a diameter of 32 pixels, the geomet
mean of nodule signal size. These experiments were d
with the medium display window width.

G. CD diagrams for search in both types of
backgrounds

In these experiments, the signal was always present
randomly selected position somewhere within a 46346 mm
(3843384 pixel! region of a 61361 mm background. The
simulated nodule signal and one extracted mass~B! were
used with both filtered noise and mammographic ba
grounds. The same signal was used throughout each bloc
128 decision trials and a reference copy was shown ab
Medical Physics, Vol. 28, No. 4, April 2001
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the image to be searched. The observer’s task was to tr
identify the signal location using a cursor and trackba
There was no time limit and signal amplitude was adjus
using the staircase procedure. The observer response
scored as correct if the cursor was placed anywhere wi
the boundaries of the square centered on the signal. Fo
smallest~1 mm! signal, the square width was 1.5 times t
signal size because of the problem of precise cursor posit
ing ~64 pixels! if the actual square size had been used. T
extra size tolerance would have little effect on results. D
ing the search task, the observer might occasionally have
candidate locations in mind, but they would be well sep
rated in the image. The observer was given feedback a
location correctness. If the selected location was incorrec
bipolar circle ~as used in the 2AFC experiments! would be
placed in the image, centered on the true signal location.
observer was given an unlimited time to view this ‘‘co
rected’’ image before continuing with the experiment. T
results were recorded as percentages of correct respo
Pc , as a function of signal amplitude and thresholds w
defined as the value required for 90% correct performanc
was necessary to estimate a best fit psychometric func
through thePc data to estimate this threshold. The standa
signal detection theory MAFC method,60,61was used. MAFC
analysis requires statistical independence of alternative d
sions, which is violated in this experiment in two way
There was no constraint on signal location, so alterna
positions could overlap. Even if overlap was prevented,
alternative decisions would not be independent becaus
the long range correlations in the background structure.
an approximation, we defined an effective number of lo
tions, M* , using the ratio of search and signal areas. T
value ofM* depends on signal size, ranging from 2900 f
the smallest size to 11 for the largest. GivenM* , the value
of d8(M* ) was estimated for each amplitude, then line
regression was used, as in the 2AFC case, to estim
d8(M* ) for 90% correct and the corresponding thresho
amplitude was calculated. The value ofd8(M ) is a weak
function61 of M ~approximately logarithmic! so the precise
details of definingM* have little effect. In spite of the vio-
lation of the independence assumption, theM* approach is a
useful curve fitting method and also, as will be seen in
results section, gave a surprising good description of hum
search performance relative to 2AFC detection performan

H. Model observer performance evaluation

Ideal and NPWE observer performances for SKE det
tion of the simulated nodule in filtered noise were det
mined by numerical solution of Eqs.~2! and ~4!. Ideal ob-
server performance cannot be calculated in this way for
mammographic backgrounds because of the variation in
ond order statistics. However, we did use Eq.~2! to estimate
performance of a PW model observer. Two different es
mates of the mammographic power spectrum exponent w
used: The radial average value of 3.0 for the collection a
the mean value, 2.83, for the distribution of individual ima
radial averages. NPWE model performance was also e
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mated using the template application method described
low. NPWE results presented here are for a fixed view
distance of 750 mm from the monitor. NPWE model nodu
detection performance for the filtered noise case was
calculated numerically with variable~signal size dependent!
viewing distances. There was no significant difference in
sults for nodule sizes greater than 2 mm.

NPWE model performance evaluation using the temp
approach proceeded as follows. First the Fourier transfo
S(u,v), of the discrete signal was calculated and multipli
by the square of the eye filter to give the template filt
W(u,v)5E2(u,v)S(u,v). The eye filter appears twice be
cause the external signal is viewed through the eye and
the filtered signal,E(u,v)S(u,v), is referred back to the
image plane. Using the inverse Fourier transform, we
tained the observer template,w(x,y), which can also be de
scribed by the vector,w. The decision variable,l, used by
the observer to decide whether a signal is present in an im
is determined by the cross-correlation~inner product! opera-
tion, wtg. Since the signal is additive, the difference in t
mean values of the decision variable with,ml,s , and without
the signal,ml,n , will be given by

Dml5ml,s2ml,n5^wt~s1n1b!&2^wt~n1b!&5wts,
~14!

where ^¯& indicates the expectation value. Similarly, th
presence of the signal will not influence the standard de
tion, sl , of the decision variable. The detectability index
given by

d85
Dml

sl
. ~15!

The value ofDml was obtained by cross correlating the te
plate with the signal. The value ofsl was estimated by
cross-correlating the template with a large number of pot
tial signal locations in the image collections. Equation~15!
assumes of a Gaussian probability distribution funct
~PDF! for l. Serious errors ind8 estimates64 can arise if the
PDF is markedly non-Gaussian. This was checked for b
background types using 2000 locations and the NP
model template response PDFs were well described
Gaussian distributions. Results for the numerical integra
and template approaches agreed within 3% for 1/f 3 filtered
noise backgrounds. The NPWE template application res
will be used for comparison with human results because t
do not depend on spectral estimates.

Nodule detection performance for the channelized
model (FHLG) with Laguerre–Gauss basis functions34 was
determined in the spatial domain using the vector-matrix c
culation approach, Eq.~6!. The FH model vectors and th
covariance matrices were determined using the follow
procedures.23 First the model observer basis matrices,T,
were calculated using six basis functions; which include
distance scale,a, related to the signal radius,R, through a
scaling ratio,r5a/R. Therefore it was necessary to dete
mine the optimum value ofr. This was discussed below, s
let us assumer equal to unity for the moment. OnceT was
determined, the covariance matrix,KC , for the collection of
Medical Physics, Vol. 28, No. 4, April 2001
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background images as ‘‘seen’’ through the channel ba
functions was estimated by first cross-correlating each b
vector with thei th image to obtain the resultr gi5Ttgi, and
then using the following equation.

KC5^~r g,i2^r g,i&!~r g,i2^r g,i&! t&. ~16!

The 213 independent mammographic backgrounds that
been used for spectral analysis were also used for covari
matrix estimations. To maintain similar statistical unce
tainty, 256 backgrounds were used from the filtered no
collection. This gave a coefficient of variation of about 10
for the individual matrix elements. The vector,r s, describing
the signal as seen through the basis functions was determ
by cross correlating each basis vector with the signal to g
r s5Tts. Finally Eq. ~6! was used, withw andKint equal to
zero, to determined8 for each signal size. The optimum
value ofr was determined by iteratively adjusting it to max
mize d8 for each nodule size. The best value was betwe
0.70 and 0.75 for the size range from 2 to 15 mm. For si
below 2 mm, the best value changed rapidly and equa
0.90 at 1 mm~eight pixel! nodule diameter. This may be du
to fact that the discrete nature of the basis functions bec
more important as nodule size decreased.

IV. RESULTS

A. Initial CD diagram experiments

The CD diagram results for the first experiment are sho
in Fig. 4. These CD diagrams and all others will show t
logarithm of amplitude thresholds as a function of the log
rithm of nominal lesion sizes in millimeters. Thresholds a
defined as the lesion amplitude~in logE units! required to
obtaind8 equal to two. The mammographic background
sults presented in Fig. 4~a! are for the four masses (A–D)
averaged over data for the three observers. The CD diag
results for sizes of one mm and larger show increas
thresholds as predicted by theory. Regression fits to the
gave slopes of 0.25, 0.32, 0.31, and 0.28 for massesA to D in
that order. The increased threshold for the smallest size~0.5
mm! is believed to be due to the fact that the power spectr
of the mammograms43 is dominated by image noise for fre
quencies higher than 1 cycle/mm. Figure 4~b! shows mam-
mographic backgrounds threshold results for the individ
observers averaged over the four masses. As can be
there was essentially no difference in performance betw
observers. The results for the control experiment, detec
massB in white noise, are shown in Fig. 4~c!. This CD
diagram shows the familiar decrease in amplitude thresh
as lesion size increases and a flattening of the curve at l
sizes. The amplitudes are given relative to the image no
standard deviation per pixel. Given the white noise stand
deviation of 20% of the mean~25.6 gray levels out of 128!,
the flattening occurs at a peak lesion amplitude of 5 g
levels on the monitor. The dashed line (slope520.81) is a
regression fit to the average data for the four smallest si
The solid line is a smooth polynomial fit to average data
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all sizes and is a guide to the eye with no theoretical sign
cance. This white noise result is consistent with the ma
previous demonstrations in the literature.

B. Effect of display window

The next experiment was done using one lesion~massB!
and mammographic backgrounds to investigate the effec
display window width~gain factor!. The four gain conditions
gave a variation of approximately three in image contrast
the monitor. The results are shown in Fig. 5. The solid l

FIG. 4. ~a! Threshold results~in log-exposure units! for detection of the four
extracted masses~A-D! added to digital mammographic backgrounds as
function of scaled~nominal! mass size~in millimeters!. The results are
averages for three experienced observers~two physicists and a radiologist!
with 256 trials for each observer per datum. The solid line has a slop
0.30. The estimated coefficient of variation due to sampling statistics is
Error bars are shown for massA. The term ‘‘nominal size’’ is defined in the
text. ~b! Results for the same experiment shown by observer, with t
results averaged for the four masses.~c! Threshold results~in relative am-
plitude units! for detection of massB in white noise backgrounds~pixel
standard deviation of 25.6 gray levels! as a function of lesion size. The
dashed line has a slope of20.81.
Medical Physics, Vol. 28, No. 4, April 2001
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has a slope of 0.30. The results demonstrate very little w
dow width dependence. If lesion detectability was co
pletely determined by patient structure then one would
expect any variation at all. The only systematic differenc
are at the smallest and largest lesion sizes. The threshold
the one mm size at medium and wide windows are eleva
by about 20% compared to the other two window conditio
The threshold for the 15 mm size and widest window is a
elevated by about 20% compared to the other three wind
conditions. This clearly demonstrates that lesion detectio
limited almost completely by breast structure complex
rather than displayed image contrast,as long asthe lesion is
near the middle of the gray scale range. Note that this d
not suggest that display contrast is not important for clini
mammograms since our results do not say anything ab
what happens to detection thresholds when lesions are
region near the darkest or brightest part of the gray sc
range. The variable gain experiment was done with b
monitors and the ratio of average thresholds was 1.06.
thresholds for the higher luminance monitor were lower b
this is not regarded significant, since the ratio falls ju
within the 95% confidence limits based on sampling sta
tics.

C. CD diagrams for two background types

The amplitude threshold results for detection of the sim
lated nodule and massB in mammographic backgrounds a
shown in Fig. 6~a!. There were no systematic differences
performance between observers or in detectability of the
signals. The ratio of average results for massB and the nod-
ule for the two observers who took part in both experime
was 1.0060.05. The solid line is a regression fit to the a
erage data for sizes of two mm and larger. There is a sign
cant departure from this line for the one mm size, just as w
seen for the medium window width in the previous expe
ment. The threshold results for detection in 1/f 3 filtered noise
backgrounds are shown in Fig. 6~b!. Once again, there wer
no systematic differences in performance between the th
observers or in detectability of the two signals. The ratio

of
.

ir

FIG. 5. CD diagram results for massB ~averaged for two observers! for four
different display window widths. The windows were variable (V), narrow
~N, range50.661 logE units!, medium~M, 1.0 logE units!, and wide~W,
1.4 logE units!. The variable window method is described in the text. T
wide window could encompass the entire dynamic range of a mammog
~OD range 0.3–4!. Error bars are shown for the variable window case. T
solid line has slope 0.30.
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431 Burgess, Jacobson, and Judy: Human observer detection experiments 431
amplitude thresholds for the two signals was 1.0160.03, av-
eraged over the size range. The difference for the filte
noise background results was that the slope of the regres
fit to the data changed to 0.44, in much closer agreemen
the theoretical prediction of 0.50 for 1/f 3 noise.

The average human results for detection of the simula
nodule in the two background types are combined in F
7~a!, with regression lines as guides to the eye. The m
point of this figure is that there is a very significant diffe
ence in the absolute values of the human threshold lev
The nodule is easier to detect in the mammographic ba
grounds. The figure also includes the numerical integra
results for the PW model for mammographic backgroun
with the histogram-based power-law coefficients~slope of
2.83! and the ideal observer for filtered noise. Human e
ciencies vary as a function of lesion size. The average a
lute efficiency for detection in the filtered noise is;40%
except for the 1 mm size with 24% efficiency. The avera
relative efficiency for the mammographic background cas
57% with a range from 38% to 91%. Note that ideal obser
performance and absolute efficiency cannot be calculated
the mammographic background case because of the un
tainty of its statistical properties. To further illustrate th
human observer differences, the ratios of amplitude thre
olds for the two backgrounds are shown in Fig. 7~b!. There is
a systematic and approximately linear decrease in ratio
function of log ~signal size!. The line through the data wa

FIG. 6. ~a! CD diagram results for massB and the simulated nodule in
mammographic backgrounds using the medium window width. The s
line has a slope of 0.30.~b! CD diagram results for massB and the simulated
nodule in filtered 1/f 3, noise with the same power spectrum as the mamm
graphic backgrounds. The solid line has a slope of 0.44.
Medical Physics, Vol. 28, No. 4, April 2001
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calculated using the ratio of CD diagram slopes followed
scaling to fit the average threshold ratio. In addition a po
from a similar experiment by Bochudet al.8 is shown in the
figure.

The CD diagrams for nodule detection by the FHLG model
in the two types of backgrounds are shown in Fig. 7~c!, to-
gether with the ideal observer results for the filtered no
case and PW model results for mammographic backgrou

d

-

FIG. 7. ~a! Average human results for nodule detection and model obse
results calculated by numerical integration of Eq.~2!. The model result for
filtered noise corresponds to ideal observer performance since the no
known to be stationary. The PW model calculations for the mammog
case were done using the spectral distribution mean exponent of 2.83~b!
The ratio of amplitude thresholds~averaged over observers! for the mass
and nodule signals in the two background types are shown as a functio
signal size. The solid line is the expected relationship given the different
diagram slopes for the two background types. An additional point~B! is
shown from Bochudet al. ~Ref. 8!. ~c! Thresholds for nodule detection b
the spatial domain FH model with Languerre–Gauss basis functions~LG! in
the two background types compared with the frequency domain nume
integration results from~a!.
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432 Burgess, Jacobson, and Judy: Human observer detection experiments 432
~using b equal to 2.83!. The purpose was to compare fr
quency and spatial domain predictions as well as predict
for the two types of backgrounds. There is fairly good agr
ment between the frequency domain results~ideal and PW!
and the spatial domain results~FHLG model!. This suggests
that statistical nonstationarity of mammographic ba
grounds is not a major concern. There is good agreem
between the FHLG model thresholds for the two backgroun
with a maximum disparity of 10% at the ends of the s
range. This indicates that the statistics of the two backgro
cases were well matched. However, there is a significant
ference in slopes of the regression lines, 0.4 and 0.5 for
mammographic and filtered noise backgrounds, respectiv
The regression lines cross at the middle signal size~4 mm!.
It should be noted that this corresponds to the region size~32
pixels! used for the final matching of the background flu
tuation amplitudes using the sequential pixel varian
method.

D. Comparison of human results and model
predictions

Figures 8~a! and 8~b! show comparisons of human nodu
and mass threshold results~averaged over observers! to-
gether with nodule threshold predictions for two model o
servers scaled using observer internal noise. Our vari
display window experiments had shown little effect of ima
display contrast on human performance. This suggested
the static internal noise contribution was unimportant, so
was not included in further model analysis. For comparis
of human and model performance the induced internal n
parameter,w, was adjusted for each model and each exp
ment to give a match to average human results at a si
size of 4 mm~32 pixels!. The results for the mammograph
background case are shown in Fig. 8~a!. The FHLG model
scaled result was obtained usingw equal to 0.1. The NPWE
model was scaled usingw equal to20.5. This negative value
of w arises because human performance was better tha
model and can be interpreted as suggesting that the effe
image noise level for humans doing the signal detection t
is less than the noise level estimated by the NPWE obser
The negative value also indicates that NPWE model is n
realistic one and that it must be used with care. The res
for the 1/f 3 noise background case are shown in Fig. 8~b!.
The values ofw used to scale the model predictions to fit t
human data were 1.08 and 0.30 for the FHLG and NPWE
models, respectively.

E. Search experiment results

The results for the search experiment using the mass
nal are shown in Fig. 9. The results for the two observ
agreed within experimental accuracy, so they were avera
The average human results for the 2AFC experiments w
the two types of backgrounds are also shown for comparis
The search results thresholds for the mammographic and
tered noise backgrounds are in very good agreement, in
trast to the 2AFC results. This will be discussed below. T
solid curve through the search data was calculated as
Medical Physics, Vol. 28, No. 4, April 2001
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lows. Given model observer results for detection with tw
alternative signal locations~2AFC!, performance forM sta-
tistically independent locations~MAFC! can be calculated.24

It has been shown62 that this is true for humans detectin
simple signals in uncorrelated noise for values ofM up to
450. The statistical independence requirement is impor
and was violated in this experiment. There was no constr
on lesion location in this experiment, so alternative positio
could overlap. Even if overlap was prevented, the alterna
decisions would not be independent because of the l
range correlations in the background structure. However
an approximation, an effective number of locations,M* ,
was defined as the ratio of search and lesion areas. The v
of M* depended on lesion size, ranging from 15 for t
largest size to 3550 for the smallest. GivenM* , the standard
signal detection theory MAFC calculation method24 was
used to calculate human threshold estimates for the se
tasks based on the human 2AFC results for the filtered n
background. The solid curve is a polynomial fit to these
timated thresholds with no additional scaling, which ind
cates that humans have the same efficiency for theM*
search task as for the 2AFC detection task with the filte
noise backgrounds. The implications of this result will
discussed below.

V. DISCUSSION

Mammography is the primary method of detecting bre
cancer. However, lesions are often extremely difficult to d
tect because of the complex and highly variable normal
renchymal patterns. Our work was designed to develo
quantitative understanding the effect of this structure on
tectability of realistic lesions. Most previous experimen
CD diagram measurements have given similar results,
servers required less contrast for larger signals to achie
particular detection accuracy. We obtained the same re
with our control experiment using one realistic lesion a
white noise. Our results for lesion detection in mamm
graphic backgrounds are completely different. Amplitu
thresholds increased as lesion size increased for les
larger than 1 mm. In this region, the CD diagram for 2AF
experiments had a positive slope of 0.3. This result w
found to be robust under a range of experimental conditio
The threshold increase below 1 mm~the size range for mi-
crocalcifications! is assumed to be due to image noise dom
nance in the mammographic spectrum at spatial frequen
greater than 1 cycle/mm.

This effect of a positive CD diagram slope is not com
pletely novel. It is a common radiological experience th
some large lesions with unsharp boundaries~edge gradients!
can go undetected if the observer is too close to the ima
This implies that the CD diagram slope, for these examp
has a positive value above some particular lesion size,
pressed invisual anglerather than image distance units. Th
experience is consistent with the literature on detection
simulated signals with unsharp edges. The effect is m
marked for detection of signals without image noise, wh
suggests that amplitude thresholds for these signals are
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433 Burgess, Jacobson, and Judy: Human observer detection experiments 433
versely related to retinal luminance gradients. Examp
include65–67 detection of both bar and disc-like signals wi
unsharp edges~Gaussian and half-sine profiles! in noiseless
images. These measurements demonstrated a minimu
the CD diagram for bar signal widths of;0.05 degrees~1
mm viewed at 1 meter! and disc-like signal diameters o
about 0.5 degrees~10 mm viewed at 1 meter!. Burgess
et al.67 did threshold measurements for bar and disc sign
with unsharp edges in radiographic image noise at a fi
viewing distance. Threshold elevation at large signal si
was modest, but still present. Observers in our experim
were not constrained to a particular viewing distance. In
dition, both magnifying and magnifying lenses were pr
vided. Additional evidence that our unusual mammograp
CD diagram results is not due to edge gradient effects
provided by the white noise control experiment, whi
showed no threshold increases at large lesion sizes. We
clude that the novel CD diagram threshold slope in our
periments is due to the unusual nature of the backgro
structure spatial statistics. Chakraborty and Kundel fou
quite different CD results68 in investigations done using
sharp-edged disc signals smoothed by a Gaussian filter
1/f 3 noise. They kept the standard deviation of the Gauss

FIG. 8. ~a! Comparison of average human results for detection of the m
and nodule signals in mammographic backgrounds with NPWE and FLG

model observer thresholds, scaled using induced internal noise to fit hu
results for the 4 mm size. The solid line (slope50.40) is a regression fit to
the FHLG model data.~b! Comparison of average human results for detect
of the mass and nodule signals in filtered noise backgrounds. Induced
nal noise was used for scaling models to fit human results for the 4 mm
The solid line (slope50.50) is a regression fit to the scaled FHLG model
data.
Medical Physics, Vol. 28, No. 4, April 2001
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filter fixed as disc diameter increased. The predicted CD d
gram had a negative slope of20.5. This can be understoo
by the following considerations. First, the~radius normal-
ized! form of the filtered signal violated the assumption
fixed profile used in the development of Eqs.~8!–~12!. Sec-
ondly, the bandwidth of the smoothed signal was fixed
cause to the fixed smoothed filter. We evaluated smoot
disc detectability in 1/f 3 noise using a Gaussian smoothin
filter with standard deviation proportional to disc radius. Th
ensured that smoothed signal profile did not change as
increased. The CD diagram for this case had a positive s
of 0.5, consistent with the prediction of Eq.~12!.

A crude intuitive explanation for the positive CD diagra
slope with fixed signal profile and power-law processes is
follows. In white noise, pixel variance is independent
measurement region size. Signal strength increases in
portion to its area while the total noise standard deviat
within the signal area increases in proportion to the squ
root of area. So SNR at constant signal amplitude increa
in proportion to signal diameter and amplitude thresho
decrease as signal size increases for a constant SNR~or d8
value!. A similar effect is seen for lowpass image nois
which has a well defined correlation distance. Pixel varian
becomes independent of measurement region size for d
eters large compared this distance. Power-law noise does
have a defined correlation distance69 and has increasing vari
ability as the measurement scale increases@Fig. 3~c!#. For
power-law exponents greater than two, SNR at constant
plitude actually decreases with increasing size. So amplit
thresholds increase as signal size increases at constant
The above explanation is based on a nonprewhitening
sumption and should not be used for calculations.

The CD diagram results for the extracted masses and
simulated nodule were similar under all experimental con
tions, suggesting that details of our 2D signal profiles w
not an important factor. The results for the display windo
width experiment demonstrated that neither the CD diagr
slope or amplitude threshold levels were markedly depend

ss
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FIG. 9. Threshold results~averaged over human observers! for the search
experiments for the mass signal in the two types of backgrounds. The 2
results are shown for reference with smooth dashed curves as guides
eye. The solid curve is a fit to the search data using anM* AFC model
described in the text.
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434 Burgess, Jacobson, and Judy: Human observer detection experiments 434
on displayed image contrast. However, one must be car
not to assume that this applies to the clinical lesion detec
situation. Our experiments were done with the mean leve
the potential signal locations in the mammographic ba
grounds shifted to fall in the middle of the CRT luminan
range. This condition is obviously does not apply in the d
play of real mammograms, where the local backgrounds
lesions can fall anywhere within the dynamic range of
image.

The model and human observer CD diagrams for
2AFC experiments had positive slopes, as predicted by
ideal observer model. This qualitative agreement was
couraging, but there was quantitative disagreement. The
timated power spectra of the filtered noise and mammogr
gave 1/f b, power-law exponents of 3.0. Equation~12! indi-
cates that the CD slopes should have been equal to 0.50
FHLG model threshold slope for filtered noise agreed w
this prediction, whereas the slope was 0.4 for the mam
graphic backgrounds. The human CD slopes were 0.44
filtered noise backgrounds and about 0.3 for mammograp
backgrounds. These slope differences demonstrate tha
two background types were not equivalent, in spite of o
effort to match second-order statistics using power spect
and sequential pixel variance measurements. There are
eral possible reasons for the slope differences. One is
spectral estimation for the breast structure may be unrelia
This would not be surprising since it was based on the
sumption of stationarity. Using the relationship,m50.5(b
22) andb equal to 3: A variation of 0.1~3%! in power-law
exponent~b! estimate will lead to a 0.045~9%! change in
CD diagram slope~m! estimate. A second possible explan
tion is the difference in statistical homogeneity in the tw
collections of backgrounds. The distribution of radial av
age exponents for individual periodograms in the image
the noise collection was very narrow, with a mean of 2
and a standard deviation of 0.03. In order to make our res
as general as possible, we made no effort to select one
ticular type of breast structure~e.g., fatty or dense! so there
was a wide variety of background complexity. The distrib
tion of radial average exponents for the mammographic
ages was broad, with a mean of 2.83 and a standard devi
of 0.35. Our detection results, for both humans and mod
are based on averages over this distribution.

The other aspect of the 2AFC results that must be con
ered is that there was a very significant difference betw
threshold values for human observers with the two ba
grounds, but only a small difference for model observe
This is related to the question of whether mammograp
structure can be considered to be purely random nois
whether should it be treated as a combination of noise
deterministic~masking! components.4,7 Our human 2AFC re-
sults are consistent with previous findings by Bochudet al.7,8

The lower thresholds for mammographic backgrounds s
gest that, for humans in 2AFC experiments, the effect
mammographic structure is a mixture of noise and mask
An equivalent statement is that we are able to use anatom
knowledge to some degree in the decision process. Th
consistent with subjective impressions. At a small scale,
Medical Physics, Vol. 28, No. 4, April 2001
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can identify a variety of structure in individual image
~ducts, skin pores, etc.!. At large scales we can identify sepa
rate regions of fatty and dense tissue with markedly differ
lesion detection amplitude thresholds. The hum
mammogram/noise threshold ratio plot, Fig. 7~b!, suggests
that the effect of breast structure on lesion detection beco
less ‘‘noise-like’’ as lesion size increases. The threshold
sults for the FHLG observer model for the two types of bac
grounds are quite similar in spite of the slope differenc
with equality at the 4 mm size. This suggests that for
model, which has no knowledge of anatomy, breast struc
is equivalent to noise to a good approximation.

Absolute human efficiency for 2AFC simulated nodu
detection in filtered noise backgrounds was about 40%. T
value is similar to a variety of previous results for detectio
discrimination and localization of simple aperiodic signals
white noise29,62 and lowpass filtered noise.20,39 Absolute ef-
ficiency for nodule detection in filtered noise was 90% f
FHLG model. Average human efficiency for 2AFC nodu
detection in the mammographic backgrounds was 57% r
tive to the PW observer model, but was as high as 90%~for
the largest signal size!. The scaled NPWE results agreed we
with human results, however humans were more effici
than the model for the mammographic backgrounds so
agreement should not be taken as anything but a mode
convenience. The NPWE model, however, has the us
feature that viewing distance can be adjusted to give a g
fit to human data at small signal sizes.

The human results for the search experiment were surp
ing, in that the thresholds were the same for the two ba
ground classes. This suggests that, for this task, breast s
ture is equivalent to random noise and that anatom
knowledge does not help. It was also surprising that
simple M* AFC model could be used to estimate sear
threshold amplitudes directly from 2AFC results with filtere
noise backgrounds, in spite of the fact that the assumptio
statistical independence of alternative locations was viola
A second surprise is that no additional scaling of hum
results was necessary. This suggests that our efficiency
the search task is the same as for the 2AFC task—consis
with a similar finding for signal location identification in
white noise.62

Variation in breast structure statistical properties, both
tween patients and within a mammogram, has interesting
plications for lesion detectability. Equation~12! gives a lin-
ear relationship,m50.5(b22), between CD diagram slope
m, and spectral exponentb for the ideal observer—subject t
the constraints discussed after Eq.~12!. Let us assume tha
the same linear relationship holds for humans with a coe
cient of 0.3 for realistic mammographic lesions and ba
grounds and consider the CD diagram threshold lines in F
10 for exponents 2, 3, and 4. The threshold line represen
boundary between detecting and not detecting a lesion
selected decision accuracy~area under the ROC or perce
correct in 2AFC detection!. The amplitude~contrast! of a
growing tumor can also be represented on the CD diag
plot. As the tumor grows, its projected contrast will be d
termined by the difference in x-ray attenuation coefficie
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between the tumor and the surrounding tissue and by
tumor thickness perpendicular to the x-ray beam. We ass
thickness proportional to diameter, so contrast will incre
linearly with diameter as long as the composition of the
mor and surrounding tissue do not change. The contrast
jectory for such a growing tumor is shown in Fig. 10. T
tumor becomes detectable, at the selected accuracy crite
when its trajectory crosses the appropriate CD threshold l
If the tumor is in a region of low spectral exponent, detect
probability will change rapidly with size. If the exponent
large, detection probability will change slowly with size.
the spectra,P( f )5B/ f b, have similar values ofB, then the
lesion will be detectable at smaller sizes for mammogr
regions with smaller power-law exponents.

The search for breast cancer in projection mammogra
is one of the most difficult tasks undertaken by radiologis
This is most frequently attributed to the superimposition
breast structures and the lack of anatomical assistanc
sorting out the complex range of parenchymal patterns. T
point of view suggests that the patterns are essentially a f
of random noise. Our search experiment results are con
tent with this assumption. It is clear that the statistical pro
erties of the parenchymal patterns and the resulting pos
slope of the CD diagram are unusual. Our finding that m
lesion contrast~amplitude! is needed as the size of the lesio
increases helps explain why large lesions can be missed
spite careful search of a mammogram. Van Gilset al.70 re-
ported that 19%~40/211! of cancers missed in a large scree
ing study were larger than 22 mm. The theoretical predict
that lesion detectability will be dependent on the local sta
tical properties of patient structure is also very germane
this point. It is well known that tumors are more difficult t
detect in dense breast tissue.70,71 This is usually attributed to
a reduction in linear attenuation coefficient difference b
tween the lesion and surrounding tissue. We have done
liminary investigations indicating that power-law spectru
exponents increase as breast tissue density increases.
suggests that a second factor may need to be consider
explaining the dense breast effect. There was encouragi
good agreement between our human observer results an

FIG. 10. The contrast trajectory of a growing mass~d, with slope11! is
superimposed on the PW observer model CD diagram threshold boun
lines for three power-law noise exponents~2, 3, and 4!. This covers the
range found for small (10310 mm) regions on mammograms. For a giv
exponent, the tumor would be detectable above the corresponding boun
Medical Physics, Vol. 28, No. 4, April 2001
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model predictions when internal noise is included. We
recognize that our investigations must be extended to e
more clinically realistic decision tasks. Examples inclu
discrimination between benign and malignant lesions, id
tification of lesions from a menu of possibilities and sear
with uncertainty as to which of a number of lesions
present.

Our investigation was limited to digitally rescaled lesio
to satisfy the constraints of our initial theoretical analys
The Chakraborty and Kundel results68 and the constraints on
the use of Eq.~12! indicate that we need to develop an u
derstanding of the statistics of breast lesion profiles. It wo
also be more realistic to use each lesion at its true phys
size. Of course one would need to use a fairly large a
representative sample of lesion images to produce more
alistic CD diagrams. The problem with this approach
mathematical compensation for the 2D profile variations
alternatively, defining ‘‘effective signal amplitude’’ and ‘‘ef
fective signal size’’ in this context. The answers are straig
forward for model observer detection in white noise. T
answers are not known for detection in power-law noise
mammograms.

It is clear that much more work is needed to obtain
better understanding of the spatial statistics of mammogr
and lesions. There is also a need for more realistic exp
ments. We intend to pursue these lines of investigation.
importance of this work may increase in the future, wh
mammograms images are viewed on CRTs for primary
terpretation. The unexpected relationship between les
contrast and detectability plus our finding that human res
are in reasonable agreement with theoretical observer pre
tions suggest that it may be possible to use these mode
develop image processing algorithms and display meth
that will help increase the accuracy of digital mammogra
interpretation.
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